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Trends
Cell migration is central to many physio-
logical and pathological phenomena.
The ﬁeld of cell migration is becoming a
high-content, high-throughput disci-
pline, with heterogeneous and rich
datasets being continuously produced
with different imaging modalities.
Computational methods and tools are
therefore essential for the analysis of
image-based cell migration experiments.
Iteration between in silico modeling and
experimental procedures can enor-
mously advance the knowledge of cell
migration mechanisms.
We review common computational
algorithms and software packages for
the quantiﬁcation and modeling of cell
migration data.
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Cell migration is central to the development and maintenance of multicellular
organisms. Fundamental understanding of cell migration can, for example,
direct novel therapeutic strategies to control invasive tumor cells. However,
the study of cell migration yields an overabundance of experimental data that
require demanding processing and analysis for results extraction. Computa-
tional methods and tools have therefore become essential in the quantiﬁcation
and modeling of cell migration data. We review computational approaches for
the key tasks in the quantiﬁcation of in vitro cell migration: image pre-process-
ing, motion estimation and feature extraction. Moreover, we summarize the
current state-of-the-art for in silico modeling of cell migration. Finally, we
provide a list of available software tools for cell migration to assist researchers
in choosing the most appropriate solution for their needs.
Computational Cell Migration in a Nutshell
Cell migration plays a fundamental role in physiological phenomena including neural develop-
ment, wound healing, and immune function, as well as in disorders such as neurological
diseases, ﬁbrosis, and cancer metastasis [1–8]. Investigation of cell migration is therefore
essential for successful intervention in physiological and pathological phenomena [9–12]. A
major driver in the advance of cell migration research has been the evolution of instrumentation
(microscopes and cameras) and the corresponding development of experimental tools and
biological models. Indeed, 2D in vitro assays [13,14] have recently given way to more sophisti-
cated two-and-a-half-dimensional (2.5D) and 3D approaches [15,16] which more faithfully
represent the tissue environment. Because in vivo experiments are difﬁcult and costly, in vitro
and ex vivo setups are widely used, especially in drug compound and gene screening [17,18].
This review therefore primarily focuses on the quantiﬁcation of cell migration in in vitro setups,
while we refer the reader to speciﬁc literature on in vivo work [19–23].
Instrumentation has been crucial in advancing cell migration research, especially the advent of
high-throughput and high-content imaging systems. Indeed, live cell phase-contrast/ﬂuores-
cence microscopy provides a powerful tool to generate quantiﬁable data, but this approach
relies on image-processing algorithms to extract cell motion and morphology descriptors.
Because of the complexity and amount of data obtained from such imaging-based experiments,
an unmet need for bioinformatics solutions for data annotation, management, and sharing has
emerged [24]. Moreover, the role of computational approaches also extends to mathematical
modeling and in silico experiments [25]. Indeed, a pioneering study has shown the integration of
in vitro setups with in silico modeling to be extremely powerful, especially for the characterization
of cancer invasion and metastasis [26].88 Trends in Cell Biology, February 2016, Vol. 26, No. 2 http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tcb.2015.09.003
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Glossary
Collective cell migration:
coordinated movement of groups of
cells that remain connected via cell–
cell junctions. 2D sheet migration
across a tissue surface, or
multicellular strands or groups
moving through a 3D tissue scaffold,
represent forms of collective cell
migration.
Diffusivity: the ability of a substance
to undergo a diffusion process. In the
case of cell migration, diffusion
measurements are related to the
mean squared displacement of a
particle undergoing a Brownian
motion.
Graphical user interface: software
that works at the interface between a
computer and its user, and employs
graphic elements to simplify the use
of a computer program.
Haar-like features: digital image
features used in object recognition.
These features consider adjacent
regions in a detection window, and
use the differences in global pixel
intensities across these regions to
categorize subsections of an image.
Linear discriminant analysis: a
technique that ﬁnds a linear
combination of features thatWhile further advances in the ﬁeld hinge on the use of computational tools and mathematical
modeling, the application of these techniques typically requires a standard of knowledge in
mathematics, physics, and computer science that often remains absent in cell biology research
groups. Therefore, this review aims to help cell migration researchers decide upon a computa-
tional strategy for the analysis of their experiments by summarizing the available methods and
tools for computational image processing and in silico modeling of cell migration.
Computational Image Processing of Cell Migration
A typical cell migration study combines live-cell microscopy with image-processing algorithms
[27] (Figure 1A). After samples are prepared, usually in multiwell plates, automated image
acquisition is carried out with a digital camera microscope equipped with a motorized xyz-
stage and an acclimatization chamber. A variety of imaging techniques can be used in such a
setup, and we refer to [28,29] for an overview. Because cell migration is a dynamic process that
comprises temporal and spatial information, time-lapse microscopy experiments are typically
conducted with moving cells imaged over several hours. Image processing then summarizes the
acquired image sequences into numerical features. Downstream data analysis subsequently
yields a ﬁnal interpretation of the experiment.
The processing of a digital image is a multi-step operation (Figure 1B) which begins with low-level
pre-processing, followed by motion estimation and feature extraction. Most of these steps are
dependent on acquisition settings such as ﬁeld of view, sampling time, and especially imaging
modality.
Image Pre-Processing: Restoration
Before image processing, image quality issues must ﬁrst be addressed to improve the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR). Different pre-processing steps are required for optical phase-contrast andcharacterize or separate two or more
classes of objects. It is often used for
dimensionality reduction before a
classiﬁcation task.
Machine Learning: a subﬁeld of
computer science that provides
computers with the ability to learn
without being explicitly programmed.
Its goal is to devise algorithms that
can learn from and make predictions
about data.
Posterior density function: the
density function describing the
posterior probability of an event, in
other words the probability that an
event will occur after taking into
consideration new information.
Principal component analysis: a
technique that converts a set of
observations of possibly correlated
variables into a smaller set of values
of linearly uncorrelated variables
termed principal components.
Single-cell migration: a process
that enables cells to move as single
entities. Based on cell type,
cytoskeletal structure, and protease
production, this migration can occur
in different morphological variants,
such as mesenchymal and
amoeboid.
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Figure 1. A Typical Workﬂow for an Imaging-Based Cell Migration Experiment. (A) After sample preparation,
automatically acquired microscopy images are processed for subsequent data analysis and interpretation. (B) A common
image-processing pipeline starts with the application of algorithms for image pre-processing; motion estimation is then
achieved by applying computational image-processing algorithms; ﬁnal feature extraction enables data analysis and
interpretation of the cell migration experiment.
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Tumor microenvironment: the
cellular environment in which a tumor
exists, including ﬁbroblasts, immune
cells, and cells that comprise the
blood vessels.
Velocity correlation length: the
length at which the spatial velocity
correlation function decreases.
Typically, this quantity is lower for
cells whose migration is less
collective.ﬂuorescence images. Phase-contrast images usually suffer from contrast and illumination
problems, and therefore require image background detection, background ﬁltering or masking,
and histogram equalization. By contrast, ﬂuorescence microscopy suffers from more intricate
noise sources [30]. Indeed, non-desired signals can be generated by different structures
(autoﬂuorescent substrates or unspeciﬁc labeling) and can be subtracted by estimation of
the average background. Median or anisotropic ﬁltering can suppress noise coming from short
exposure time or low excitation intensity. Moreover, deconvolution techniques have been
developed to remove ﬂuorescence from out-of-focus planes [31–33], thus enhancing image
sharpness. Among the classical linear-deconvolution algorithms, the Wiener ﬁlter [34], and the
Tikhonov–Miller ﬁlter [35] are widely used. The drawback of these linear ﬁlters is that they cannot
restrict the solution domain with additional constraints, such as ﬁnite support, smoothness,
regularization terms, or non-negativity. Non-linear deconvolution approaches can instead be
used to incorporate such constraints [36] through iterative minimization of the error functions
deﬁned between the acquired image and the blurred estimate of the original object [37].
Examples of these constrained iterative deconvolution approaches include the Jansson–van
Cittert [38] method and the classical maximum likelihood estimator [39]. These non-linear
algorithms require more computational resources because of their iterative formulations; there-
fore, alternative, faster deconvolution techniques have been proposed based on wavelets [40],
sparse representations [41], and space-variant blur approximations [42].
Motion Estimation: Tracking
Cell tracking is performed on restored images to enable quantitative motion estimation. This
requires ad hoc procedures that depend on the motility mode under investigation. Indeed, while
some cells migrate individually in a single-cell migration (see Glossary) mode, cells can also
retain cell–cell contacts and move as a single multicellular unit [43] in a collective cell migration
mode [44,45].
Cell tracking has historically been performed manually, and this is still used today, for example,
for benchmarking. For single-cell migration, an operator clicks on a reference point within a cell
for each time-lapse frame. For collective cell migration, the operator must instead localize the
edges of either a cell-free zone or a cluster of cells, again for each time-lapse frame. This manual
technique is not only time-consuming but also imprecise and prone to user bias. Indeed, it is
difﬁcult to deﬁne a reference for cell positions, and considerable inconsistency occurs between
different operators. This can also lead to a miscalculation of migration rates of up to 410% [46].
Automated cell tracking systems that can provide objective and robust migration rates are
therefore highly desired. While manual tracking is still used to establish ground truth reference
data for the evaluation and validation of novel algorithms [47,48], the large variability inherent in
manual annotation casts some doubt on the reliability of such manually procured reference sets.
In the following paragraphs we present the most common automated cell tracking algorithms,
according to the broad classiﬁcation of ‘tracking by detection’, ‘tracking by model evolution’,
and ‘tracking by ﬁltering’ methodologies for 2D data, although this classiﬁcation can also be
used for 3D data (Box 1). We also discuss methods that address lineage events that confound
cell tracking.
Tracking by Detection
In detection-based approaches, cells must ﬁrst be separated from the background and from
each other in a process termed segmentation. Segmentation divides an image into different
segments that belong either to the objects of interest (groups of cells or single cells) or to the
background. More precisely, image segmentation assigns a label to each pixel of an image such
that pixels with the same label share particular characteristics. The simplest way to do this is to
use a gray level threshold that labels pixels above an intensity cut-off as ‘object’ and the90 Trends in Cell Biology, February 2016, Vol. 26, No. 2
Box 1. 3D Cell Migration
Studies of 3D cell migration have revealed several differences in cell behavior compared to analysis of 2D cell migration
[15]. In the past 20 years, research strategies have therefore increasingly shifted towards 3D time-lapse (3D+t or,
sometimes referred to as 4D in literature) imaging of migrating cells, both in vitro and in vivo. The analysis of complex 3D
microscopy datasets brings many speciﬁc computational challenges in key processing tasks such as image registration,
cell segmentation, and cell tracking. A major issue is the increased computational cost of the corresponding algorithms.
In addition, the resolution of most confocal microscopy techniques in the xy-plane is at least threefold better than in the z-
axis, requiring special adjustments to be made, such as image interpolation or anisotropic ﬁltering. In 3D image
processing, segmentation can be directly performed at each xy-plane, and then extended to the third dimension.
However, this requires further computations to connect the 2D regions-of-interest along the z-axis. Given these
computational challenges, few methods currently exist for automated 3D cell tracking, of which most have been
developed to work with ﬂuorescent microscopy. For example, a 2D particle-based tracking algorithm has been extended
to 3D taking into account adjacent optical planes, thus inferring the cell motion along the z-axis [155]. One recent
approach automatically detects and tracks many cells by using a kernel density estimation to convert each 3D image into
a continuous function [156], while another uses a probabilistic graphic model [157]. Currently-available solutions for
unlabeled cell tracking implement template-matching-based methods to deal with large populations of cells [158] or with
fast-moving cells in vivo [159].remainder as ‘background’ [49]. Disconnected segments of pixels can then be automatically
classiﬁed as cells. However, a single threshold for a whole image is suboptimal in non-uniformly
illuminated samples, where the SNR varies across the image. In these cases, it is better to use
local adaptive thresholding, where each pixel receives a different threshold based on the intensity
information in the local region. A comprehensive survey of methods to ﬁnd optimal local
thresholds is presented in [50].
Another common segmentation method is based on edge detection. This method relies on the
principle that an edge or boundary in an image is related to a large change in image intensity [51].
While edge-detection methods are more robust than thresholding methods, they still fail on low-
contrast images.
A limitation of both thresholding and edge-detection methods is their inability to distinguish
between two objects of the same intensity that share a boundary, for example, when cells
overlap or are adjacent. This limitation is overcome by the popular watershed method that
considers the image as a topographic relief in which the gray level of a pixel is interpreted as its
altitude. ‘Flooding’ this relief from the local intensity minima subdivides the image into regions
and contours. Because this approach can lead to over-segmentation, speciﬁc pre- and post-
processing techniques are typically used as well [52–54]. It is worth noting that many of the
segmentation algorithms currently available rely on a priori knowledge of the typical diameter of
the cells to be detected.
For collective cell migration, the segmentation task becomes a pure global background/fore-
ground classiﬁcation problem in which no explicit cell segmentation is performed. A cell
boundary algorithm has been developed that can handle noise, local minima, and adjacent
cells [55]. A custom multistep texture-segmentation algorithm has been proposed for bright-ﬁeld
wound-healing assays [56], while Bayesian classiﬁers have been shown to work well across
diverse cell morphologies and imaging modalities [57]. Machine Learning has also been
applied to this problem, employing a cascade of support vector machines to iteratively train
and test classiﬁers centered on texture-based features [58].
The ﬁrst benchmarks for multicellular segmentation algorithms have also been published
recently [47]. Two freely-available tools (TScratch [59] and MultiCellSeg [58]) and one pur-
pose-built algorithm [60] were evaluated on 171 segmented images of ﬁve cell lines from different
laboratories, imaged under different conditions and at different conﬂuence levels. The results
show that algorithms tend to triumph when applied to the type of data they were designed for.Trends in Cell Biology, February 2016, Vol. 26, No. 2 91
For instance, MultiCellSeg [58] prevails on differential interference contrast (DIC) images of DA3
cells in single-well experiments, while another algorithm [60] works best on DIC images of MDCK
cells grown in microﬂuidic plates. Additional benchmarks can aid informed algorithm selection,
and may boost more robust algorithm development as well.
Once cell positions have been identiﬁed, they need to be connected over time to form cell
trajectories. The easiest way to accomplish this association task is to connect every segmented
cell in a frame to the nearest cell in the subsequent frame. Here, ‘nearest’ may refer to the spatial
location, and cell centroids can thus be used as reference points. This option works well if the
cells are moving slowly with respect to the chosen frame-rate and are not densely packed. In
other cases, a different approach termed feature matching gives better results. This method
locates similar cells using an extended list of features such as morphology, volume, surface, and
total curvature that expand the concept of distance beyond spatial location. Typically, these
techniques require the user to specify the maximal distance that cells can travel between two
consecutive timeframes. Furthermore, feature matching algorithms rely on good segmentation
to keep the match as accurate as possible. Moreover, if a cell changes morphology between
subsequent timeframes, it can be seen as two different cells, yielding broken trajectories.
Tracking by Model Evolution
This type of tracking uses a deformable model to describe each tracked object, and segmen-
tation and tracking are performed simultaneously by ﬁtting this model to the image data. The
result of one frame is then used as an initial condition for the analysis of the next frame. This is
usually done by evolving the contours of the cells in time [61]. Deformable models are given
different names (snakes, active contours or surfaces, and balloons [62]) and come in two types:
parametric [63] and geometric [64]. Parametric models are deﬁned explicitly as parametric
contours and are mostly used for 2D applications. These models allow fast, real-time imple-
mentations, but do not consider topological events such as track splitting or merging. By
contrast, geometric deformable models (also known as level-set methods) [65–67] represent
curves and surfaces implicitly as a level set of a higher-dimensional scalar function, thus
capturing topological changes more easily. However, these methods require reinitialization in
the case of fast motion with respect to the chosen frame-rate, or when cells appear or disappear
from the ﬁeld of view. Despite the intrinsic difference between parametric and geometric
deformable models, they share an underlying principle: starting from a rough segmentation,
the models are iteratively evolved to minimize a speciﬁc energy function.
The mean-shift algorithm, generalized in [68], also belongs to the tracking by model evolution
category. It is an iterative procedure that seeks a local mode by shifting each datapoint to the
average of the datapoints in its neighborhood, and thus does not rely on precise border
detection. It works well for phase-contrast images where cells are often surrounded by bright
halos, and can present membrane extensions out of the focal plane.
Tracking by Filtering
Particle-ﬁltering techniques (also known as sequential Monte Carlo techniques [69]) are widely
used in multiple-object tracking systems. Object tracking can be characterized as the problem of
estimating the state of a system given a set of observations. The main idea behind particle-
ﬁltering methods is therefore to estimate an object's state posterior density function by a set
of random particles with associated weights (Monte Carlo approximation, Figure 2). More
speciﬁcally, the algorithm has three major steps, namely selection, prediction, and measure-
ment, which are performed iteratively. After an initialization phase, the selection step generates a
new particle set by choosing the particles with the highest posterior probability among the
previous particle set. In the prediction step, each particle is modiﬁed according to the state
model of the surrounding region-of-interest, while in a subsequent measurement step the weight92 Trends in Cell Biology, February 2016, Vol. 26, No. 2
Posterior
density
Sample
space
Parcl es Figure 2. Schematic Representation
of a Particle-Filtering Technique. In
the selection step (in green) particles with
the highest posterior probability are cho-
sen; the prediction step (in purple) modi-
ﬁes each particle according to the state
model; ﬁnally, in the measurement step (in
orange), the weight of each particle is
reevaluated based on the new data.of each particle is reassigned based on the new data. To avoid the accumulation of weight by
good particles and increased penalization of bad particles, a resampling step is often necessary.
Finally, summing the weighted particles gives an approximation of the target distribution, and the
most recent state estimation is then used to initialize the tracking of the next frame.
Many of the proposed particle ﬁlters for cell tracking in video sequences rely on a single feature.
However, multiple-feature tracking provides a better description of the objects, and therefore
improves the robustness of the method [70]. In most current particle-ﬁltering methods, human
interaction or another type of initialization is necessary to deﬁne the prior distributions of object
states in the ﬁrst frame. Furthermore, the deformation of the tracked object must remain small,
which precludes their application to individual cell tracking where larger deformations are the
norm.
Lineage Events
Lineage events such as mitosis, cell fusion, and apoptosis can confound tracking and can lead
to incorrect object associations. Several methods have therefore been developed to detect
these events. The most common approach to detect mitosis is based on the fact that such a cell
path must have a Y-shape. Moreover, a mitotic cell displays a characteristic spatiotemporal
pattern: it contracts, becomes rounder, and appears brighter in phase-contrast [71,72]. Prob-
abilistic models exist as well, both for the identiﬁcation of paths that contain a mitotic event and
for the localization of a birth event [73] in phase-contrast microscopy. Haar-like elliptical
features, with the addition of orientation, illumination, scale information, and edge and shape
information, have recently allowed the detection of cell division events for 3D microscopy
datasets as well [74].
Feature Extraction: Collective Cell Migration
Collective cell migration is essential in many biological processes, and is the most common
motility pattern for many living organisms [4,5,44,75–77]. Among the in vitro cellular assaysTrends in Cell Biology, February 2016, Vol. 26, No. 2 93
normally used to probe collective cell migration, 2D wound-healing [78] and 2D/3D cell exclusion
zone assays [18,79] are the most popular. In both types of assay, an artiﬁcial cell-free zone is
created either by scratching a cell monolayer (see green area in Figure 3A1) or by using a plastic
or Teﬂon separation device. Microﬂuidic devices [80] can be used in some applications, although
their increased complexity reduces analysis throughput. We here consider the classic wound-
healing assay to summarize quantitative features for collective cell migration because of its
simplicity and its widespread use (Figure 3A1).
Quantiﬁcation of collective cell migration is usually achieved using two measures: wound size and
migration rate. Wound size is extracted by iterative image segmentation of the wound margins for(A)
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Figure 3. Quantiﬁcation of a Cell Migration Experiment. (A) Collective cell migration: in a common wound-healing
assay, a cell-free zone is created (wound area, in green), and the area evolution in time of either this zone or of the cell-
covered zone is recorded (A2 and A3). The rate of change of this area is then computed, and used as a metric to extract
velocity and/or compare different cell populations (A4). (B) Single-cell migration: xy positions are recorded in time (B2), and
trajectories are reconstructed from these coordinates (B3). Single-cell tracks are then usually superimposed at the origin,
allowing quick visual comparison of different cell populations (B4).
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each time-lapse microscopy sequence. Software tools either quantify the wound area or the cell-
covered area (Figure 3A2,A3). The migration rate can then be computed from: (i) differences in
wound size over time [81], (ii) differences in wound size relative to the control [82], (iii) the percentage
difference in the wound area [83], or (iv) the wound size at speciﬁc timepoints [84]. The rate of
change of the wound area can be extracted using a linear regression model, and can be used for
comparisons across different cell populations and treatments (Figure 3A4). The temporal evolution
of the wound area can also be ﬁtted to a Richards function (non-symmetrical sigmoid function), and
the migration rate estimated as the maximum slope of the ﬁtted curves, as in [60].
Whereas the tracking of only a few cells at the leading edge can be performed manually (as in
[85]), accurate segmentation and automated tracking of all cells within a conﬂuent sheet is a
challenging computational task. Particle or cell image velocimetry (PIV/CIV) [86,87] is there-
fore often used as an alternative. These approaches map the velocity ﬁeld within the cell
monolayer via local correlations between successive images. In this way, measures such as
the velocity correlation length are used to quantify the cellular coordination in the cell
sheet, or in a speciﬁc part of the sheet, for example, in a ﬁnger-like extension at the wound
edge [88,89].
Feature Extraction: Single Cell Migration
Single cell migration allows cells either to cover local distances and integrate into tissues, such
as neural crest cell migration, or to move from one location in the body to another and fulﬁll
effector functions, such as immune cell trafﬁcking [90,91]. When cells migrate individually
(Figure 3B1) the motion estimation is focused on their coordinates and the subsequent
reconstruction of cell trajectories from those coordinates (Figure 3B2,B3). Usually, a simple
linear interpolation is sufﬁcient for track reconstruction if the image acquisition frame-rate takes
into account the average migration speed of the studied cells. However, high-order interpola-
tion schemes are sometimes necessary to achieve more accurate track representations. The
cell trajectories are commonly visualized in a Rose plot, where coordinates are shifted to the
origin of the space (i.e., normalized to the initial starting position for each detected cell), allowing
cell trajectories across different experimental conditions to be inspected and compared
(Figure 3B4). If the migration behavior is random, then the cell tracks will move out in all
directions from the plot origin. Similarly, a preferred direction of movement will also be easily
identiﬁed.
Given the cell trajectories, a long list of more informative measures can be derived [27,92,93]
(Box 2). Step-centric variables are computed for an instantaneous translocation of a cell
between two successive timeframes, while cell-centric variables describe the cell track in its
total length, and are a direct result of summing or averaging step-centric data across all
timeframes. Immediate step-centric measures are instantaneous displacement and turning
angle. Other measures are connected with the rate of displacement, such as instantaneous
speed. Cell-centric data include the cumulative and the net distance traveled in time by the cell
and the end-point directionality ratio, also known as the conﬁnement ratio, persistence ratio,
meandering index, or straightness index. In addition to these displacement-related features,
directionality-related features such as the average turning angle can also be computed. Com-
monly, the ratio of displacement to trajectory length is used to measure directional persistence.
However, this measurement is biased, particularly by cell speed, and an unbiased alternative is
to calculate direction autocorrelation as a function of time [94]. Another useful measure is the
arrest coefﬁcient, deﬁned as the fraction of time that a cell is pausing. This last feature, however,
relies on the choice of a minimum speed or translocation value for the deﬁnition of a cell in pause.
Useful information can also be obtained from the convex hull for a cell track, that is, the smallest
set of points that contains the track (Box 2). From this convex hull, outreach ratio, displacement
ratio, and acircularity can be computed.Trends in Cell Biology, February 2016, Vol. 26, No. 2 95
Box 2. Single-Cell Migration Features
When cells are tracked as individually moving objects, their spatial coordinates are recorded in time. Given a resulting cell
trajectory, a full list of more informative measures can be derived. Figure I shows a 2D-recorded cell track consisting of N
points pi = (xi, yi) (this 2D example can easily be extended to the 3D case; the inset in red represents the convex hull of this
cell trajectory). Assuming a constant frame rate with a time interval Dt, and computing the distance (pi, pi+1) between two
consecutive points with the Euclidean norm, the features presented in the Table can be derived.
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Figure I. A Schematic Representation of a 2D Recorded Cell Track, Together with its Convex Hull, and a Table that
Reports Single-Cell Migration Features.Diffusivity variables can also be extracted, such as the mean squared displacement (MSD). The
MSD–time curve indicates if the migration mode is freely diffusing, transported, or bound and
limited. However, the underlying mechanism of migration cannot be entirely extrapolated from
the MSD–time curve because different processes can lead to identical or highly similar MSDs.
For example, similar MSD plots are obtained if T cell migration is considered either as consisting96 Trends in Cell Biology, February 2016, Vol. 26, No. 2
of randomly oriented steps of ﬁxed duration and speed, or as persistent movements with highly
variable speed [95].
Feature Extraction: Cell Morphology
During cell tracking, software tools delineate cell shapes in each timeframe to derive position
estimates, for example, from the cell centroids. The abovementioned features can then be
computed from these positions. Measuring the cell shape in each frame, however, also allows
the computation of cell morphology descriptors that can be used to describe cell size and
orientation, or cell geometry. Cell size and orientation are determined through perimeter/surface
and area/volume for 2D and 3D data, respectively, together with the lengths of the major and the
minor axes. Cell geometry is computed by comparing the cell to the ellipse with the same
second-moments as the original object region. Metrics representing geometrical complexity
include eccentricity (the ratio between the foci of the ellipse and its major axis length), solidity (the
ratio between the cell area and the convex hull area), extent (the ratio between the cell area and
the bounding box area), and circularity (also called form factor, computed as 4pA/P2, where A
and P are the area and the perimeter of the cell, respectively). For 2D data, more sophisticated
analyses of cell morphology require the decomposition of the cell shape in Fourier terms or
Zernike polynomials, while principal component analysis and linear discriminant analysis
can be applied to data of any dimensionality. We refer to [96] for a thorough discussion on the
computational analysis of cell shape.
Software Tools for Cell Migration Image Processing
A large variety of software tools are available for processing microscopy images of cells but,
despite the recent advances of the ﬁeld, not all of these implement algorithms for cell migration
analysis. Most of the available software packages are developed for tracking ﬂuorescently
labeled cells, which is usually easier to achieve and requires less parameter tuning. Indeed,
many of the computational techniques that are developed strongly rely on a set of conditions,
such as image quality or predeﬁned parameters, and will therefore only function properly if used
on data obtained under similar conditions. This lack of robustness might explain why commercial
software is usually restricted to labeled cell tracking, which is relatively robust after applying
some standard contrast-enhancement techniques. For phase-contrast cell migration experi-
ments, however, the ﬁeld is still lacking robust software tools, especially when cells invade
across 3D matrices. While there is no single criterion to decide which software package is most
appropriate for the quantiﬁcation of a speciﬁc cell migration experiment, Table 1 provides some
guidance. Note that this table is not exhaustive because ad hoc software packages developed
for speciﬁc cell migration-driven phenomena are not included. This is for instance the case for
tools such as StarryNite [97], which is speciﬁcally designed for the study of embryogenesis.
Both free software solutions for general purpose (such as ImageJ/Fiji [98,99], CellProﬁler [100],
and ICY [101]), as well as commercial software packages (such as Volocity, ImarisTrack, and
MetaMorph), offer diverse functions both for image pre-processing, segmentation, and cell
tracking. ImageJ/Fiji, CellProﬁler, and ICY greatly beneﬁt from an extensible plugin architecture
which allows developers to introduce new computational algorithms. Moreover, such plugins
can expand the list of features that can be computed, thus allowing the creation of highly
powerful and customized workﬂows. Conversely, the unique advantage of commercial software
packages is their close integration with the instruments, which provides the ability to display the
tracked results together with the original data. This allows easy veriﬁcation of the tracking results
and the possibility to present the data in a manner that outside observers can quickly
understand.
Most of the tools reported in Table 1 are capable of tracking multiple cells at the same time, and
allow the user to compute measures from the resulting cell trajectories. Other tools areTrends in Cell Biology, February 2016, Vol. 26, No. 2 97
Table 1. An Alphabetical List of Commercial and Free Software Packages for Image Processing in Cell
Migration Studies
Tool Source Platform/
Automationa
Applicationb Output
Format
Computed Features
Commercial Tools
CELLMIA DciLabs/
UGent1
Windows/A 2D/3D
PC, FL
Tab-delimited
text
Number of cells,
number of tracks,
cell positions, cell
displacements, cell
turning angle,
directionality
metrics, cell area (for
bulk cell populations)
Cell motility
BioApplications
Thermo
Scientiﬁc2
Cross-platform/A 2D/3D
FL
CellInsight
CX5 HCS
platform
Single cell and
collective tracking
Image-Pro Plus Media
Cybernetics3
Windows/A 2D/3D
PC, FL
MSExcel Cell morphology, cell
displacements, cell
angles
ImarisTrack BitPlane AG4 Windows, Mac/A 2D/3D
PC, FL
MSExcel,
comma-
separated
values
Number of cells, cell
centroid positions,
cell surface areas
(2D), cell volumes
(3D), cell
displacements, cell
velocities, path
curvature, number of
fusions of tracks,
number of divisions
of cell track
MetaMorph Molecular
Devices5
Windows/A 2D/3D
PC, FL
MSExcel Cell displacements,
cell angles, cell
velocities
OpenLab PerkinElmer6 Mac/A 2D/3D
FL
MSExcel,
comma-
separated
values
Wound-healing
measurements,
percentage of
wound closure
Free Tools
Adapt [160]7 ImageJ; cross-
platform/A
2D
FL
Comma-
separated
values
Morphological
features, velocity
maps, cell
trajectories
AveMap [102]8 MATLAB;
Windows, Mac/A
2D
PC
Tab-delimited
text
Wound-healing
measurements: local
velocities, monolayer
edges, wound area,
wound shape,
productive velocities
Cell Image
Velocimetry
[89]9 MATLAB;
Windows/A
2D
PC, FL
MATLAB mat Wound-healing
measurements,
velocity ﬁelds,
angular velocity
distributions
CellCognition [109]10 Cross-platform/A 2D
PC, FL
CellH5 Cell positions, cell
shapes, convex hull
features, intensity-
based features, cell
trajectories
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Table 1. (continued)
Tool Source Platform/
Automationa
Applicationb Output
Format
Computed Features
CellProﬁler [100]11 Cross-platform/A 2D
FL
MSExcel Cell displacements,
cell velocities, cell
morphology, area,
perimeter, solidity,
form factor,
eccentricity
CellTrack [106]12 Windows;
compiling from
source required for
other platforms/A
2D
PC, FL
Tab-
delimited text
Number of cells,
boundary positions,
cell speeds, path
length, cell area, cell
deformation
CellTracker [161]13 MATLAB;
Windows/S
2D, FL MSExcel,
XML
Number of cells, cell
centroid positions,
cell surface areas
(cytoplasm and
nucleus individually),
cell displacements,
cell velocities
iTrack4U [162]14 Cross-platform/A 2D
PC, FL
MSExcel,
XML
Single cell tracking,
speed, acceleration,
angle, persistence,
statistics on
computed features
LineageTracker [163]15 Cross-platform/S 2D, FL MSExcel Nucleus areas, cell
shapes, cell sizes,
cell lineages
ManualTracking [101]16 ICY; cross-
platform/M
2D/3D
PC, FL
XML Cell centroid
positions
MtrackJ [164]17 ImageJ/Fij; cross-
platform/M
2D/3D
PC, FL
ImageJ data
table
Cell centroid
positions, cell
displacements, cell
velocities, cell
angular changes
MultiCellSeg [58]18 MATLAB; Mac/A 2D
PC
MATLAB mat Wound-healing
measurements:
multicellular
segmentation
features
Pathﬁnder [104]19 Cross-platform/A 2D
FL
MSExcel Position, speed,
direction,
persistence
SpotTracking [165]20 ICY; cross-
platform/A
2D/3D
FL
XML Cell displacements,
cell velocities,
trajectories editing
TScratch [59]21 MATLAB;
Windows, Mac/A
2D
PC
MSExcel Wound-healing
measurements:
open wound area
TrackMate [166]22 ImageJ/Fij: cross-
platform/A
2D/3D
FL
ImageJ data
table, XML
Cell displacements,
cell velocities, cell
orientations,
trajectory length,
trajectory
displacement
(enables manual
editing of tracks)
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Table 1. (continued)
Tool Source Platform/
Automationa
Applicationb Output
Format
Computed Features
u-track [166]23 MATLAB;
Windows/A
2D
FL
MATLAB
structure
array
Cell tracks merging,
cell tracks splitting,
cell displacements
Volocity Quantitation PerkinElmer24 Windows, Mac/A 2D/3D
FL
Tab-delimited
text
Number of cells, cell
centroid positions,
cell surface areas
(2D), cell volumes
(3D), cell
displacements, cell
velocities
aAutomation: A, automated; M, manual; S, semi.
bApplication: PC, phase-contrast; FL, ﬂuorescence.speciﬁcally designed for the analysis of collective cell migration, such as the MATLAB toolbox
Cell Image Velocimetry [89], and the stand-alone TScratch [59]. Classiﬁcation of motility
phenotypes by means of velocity maps is also possible for collective migration experiments
with the AveMap tool [102], which makes use of the particle image velocimetry technique
[86,87]. A community-driven initiative to develop free and open-source software for PIV analysis
and post-processing has been recently launched in the form of the OpenPIV [103] framework
which provides implementations in MATLAB, C++, and Python (www.openpiv.net). This initiative
is promising, but, because it is still under development, it currently lacks good documentation,
more advanced algorithms, and a user-friendly graphical user interface.
Some packages are able to bring single-cell and collective cell migration quantiﬁcations together.
The algorithms implemented in the commercial package CELLMIA are capable of simultaneously
tracking individual cells and delineating the cell-covered area of cells migrating as a sheet. The
open-source Pathﬁnder [104] addresses individual migration of ﬂuorescent cells, as well as their
collective migration (here deﬁned as cells migrating in the same direction). Tools that allow tracking
of individual cells are usually equipped with options to export the tracking results to ﬁles, which can
then be imported into downstream visualization and statistical software for ﬁnal interpretation.
Some other tools instead allow the tracking process to be viewed and/or edited through graphical
user interfaces. This is, for example, the case for the Fiji plugin TrackMate [99].
The Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) [105] is an image-processing library on
which customized solutions have been built for cell segmentation and tracking, for example, in
the extensible and cross-platform package CellTrack [106]. Furthermore, the free scikit-image
Python library [107] has recently been released, equipped with a rich list of image-processing
algorithms. Moreover, the scikit-tracker package (http://scikit-tracker.org, still in an early stage
of development) enables detection and tracking of cells, and interfaces with OME XML and OME
TIFF [108], as well as with ImageJ [98], to handle ﬁle input and output. Finally, the CellCognition
[109] framework was built for ﬂuorescence time-lapse microscopy, allowing machine learning
classiﬁcation of cell morphologies with time-resolved analysis by single-cell tracking. It has a
stand-alone application, the CecogAnalyzer, which enables object detection, feature extraction,
tracking of individual cells over time, and detection of class-transition motifs, and stores the
output in CellH5 [110] ﬁles.
In Silico Modeling of Cell Migration
Mathematical modeling and numerical simulations currently complement traditional experimen-
tal research in many scientiﬁc domains. Although ‘real’ experiments will always be needed to100 Trends in Cell Biology, February 2016, Vol. 26, No. 2
advance our understanding of biological processes, in silico experiments can guide the wet-lab
process by narrowing the experimental search space and potentially reducing experimental
costs. Because modeling and simulation rely on experimental results to predict cell behavior that
can then be tested experimentally, these methods integrate easily into the experimental cycle of
cell biology [111–113].
The key advantage of in silico computational models is their ability to handle multiple interacting
variables at the same time, and to alter these simultaneously, which is difﬁcult to achieve in an
experiment. Furthermore, models and computational predictions can also describe the behavior of
the system as a function of only a single variable, a scenario often unattainable with current
experimental techniques. In addition, mathematical models can identify key parameters that play a
central role in deﬁning the overall behavior of the system, and can thus suggest the most informative
perturbations for follow-up experiments, even leading to novel in vitro approaches [26].
The combination of laboratory experiments with in silico modeling has been shown to be
extremely powerful for cell migration research as well [114,115], especially for tumor invasion
studies [26,116,117]. This importance derives from the inherent multiscale, multiparametric
nature of cell migration: cell migration not only operates across multiple scales [118] (Table 2) but
also requires multiple interlocked parameters [e.g., extracellular matrix (ECM) architecture and
cellular determinants] to be combined in an integrated way, affecting the resulting migration
mode [90]. Indeed, a recent study combined computational models and experiments to
investigate the forces involved in adhesion-independent migration, showing that actin cortex
ﬂows drive cell movement through nonspeciﬁc substrate friction [119]. Furthermore, a generic
model that explains migration transitions and that predicts a phase diagram of migration
phenotypes based on conﬁnement, adhesion, and contractility has been developed through
a combination of mathematical modeling and experimental procedures [120].
A cell is a complex biological system with numerous components interacting across different
organizational levels. To become the object of modeling and numerical simulation, a cell and itsTable 2. Investigating Cell Migration on Different Length-Scales
Scale Computational method Measurements Challenges
Amino acid
(1010 m)
Monte Carlo simulations,
molecular dynamics
Effect of point mutation for
migration-related diseases, e.
g., cancer invasion
Difﬁcult to connect with higher
order scales and experiments
High computational costs
Molecular
(109 m)
Monte Carlo simulations,
molecular dynamics, protein
structure modeling, force-
based dynamics Models
Signaling, protein structure,
protein–protein interaction,
protein–DNA interactions, and
protein translocation
High computational costs
Macromolecular
(109–106 m)
Monte Carlo simulations,
molecular dynamics, agent-
based models
Focal adhesion formation, cell
signaling, structure of protein
complexes
Loss of molecular-scale detail
Single cell
(106–105 m)
Monte Carlo simulations, ﬁnite
element models, agent-based
models, reaction/diffusion
models
Single-cell migration,
adhesion, proliferation,
signaling
Loss of spatial resolution at
subcellular level
Difﬁcult to integrate
biochemical and
biomechanical events
Multicellular
(>105 m)
Continuous (deterministic)
models, ﬁnite element models
Shape and structure of tissue,
cell population response to
forces and stimuli
Difﬁcult to connect with
molecular scale
Difﬁcult to integrate
biochemical and
biomechanical events
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Figure 4. In Silico Computational Models for the Study of Cell Migration. (A) Continuous models treat cells as
populations sharing speciﬁc properties (phenotypes). (B) Agent-based models represent individual agents as entities
occupying a single grid square (cellular automaton, left), entities composed of different grid squares deﬁning cell shape and
size (cellular Potts model, middle), and entities occupying a grid-free space (nuclei-centered model, right).components therefore need to be converted into a set of mathematical equations that describe
the temporal and spatial evolution of the system. In this case differential equation systems are
used, and the resulting models are referred to as continuous (or continuum) models because
cells are represented by continuous variables. Conversely, we refer to agent-based (or indi-
vidual-based) models (ABMs) for models that handle cells as discrete objects. This broad
classiﬁcation is schematically shown in Figure 4. The next two sections of this review summarize
continuous models and ABMs for the simulation of cell migration.
Continuous Models
In continuous models cells are represented as populations of objects whose properties are
deﬁned as averages for the whole cell population (Figure 4A). This type of modeling is therefore
more practical at population scales where modeling each cell as a single entity can be
computationally prohibitive. By deﬁnition, these models are deterministic, and the number
of cell phenotypes must be speciﬁed in advance. Continuous models are described with
differential equations (Box 3) and have found diverse applications in cancer cell migration
studies. A continuous spatial model of tumor–host interaction can be found in [121]; this model
takes into account the complex interactions between the tumor and surrounding stromal cells
by including densities of endothelial cells and the ECM. Hybrid-modeling frameworks, where
the tumor tissue is modeled using both discrete (cell-scale) and continuum (tumor-scale)
elements, have also been presented [122]. Finally, the impact of cell adhesion on cellular
invasion processes in both cancer and development has been simulated using a continuous
model [123].
Agent-Based Models
The concept of an ABM refers to a different philosophy than that used in differential equation
systems. In ABMs (Figure 4B), individual agents interact with the environment and other agents
according to a set of rules, and make decisions that lead to a particular behavior. ABMs account
for probabilistic uncertainty, or stochasticity; for example, an individual agent can change its
location at a given probability instead of following a deterministic process. The ability to account
for individual diversity is an advantage of ABMs. However, it also implies large computational
complexity, and ABMs require hours or even days to run a single simulation. Furthermore,
stochastic ABMs need to be simulated numerous times to obtain the overall average behavior of
the system. Therefore, these models are often applied when the number of individual interacting
units, such as cancer cells, is limited and controlled to remain small. The aggregate of agent102 Trends in Cell Biology, February 2016, Vol. 26, No. 2
Box 3. Differential Equations for Continuous Modeling of Cell Migration
Numerous mathematical approaches can be used when building continuous models for cell migration studies.
Mathematical models based on systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are the most common. The key
advantage of ODE modeling is that this model structure has been extensively applied in the study of various physical
phenomena, and is therefore well-established. Furthermore, the mathematical analysis of these systems is relatively
simple compared to other types of models, and their solutions can be computationally simulated with great efﬁciency.
However, ODEs do not capture spatial dynamics or stochastic effects.
Systems of ODEs are ﬁnite-dimensional systems, while delay differential equations (DDEs) and partial differential
equations (PDEs) are inﬁnite-dimensional systems. As a result, DDEs and PDEs require more computational and
analytical complexity. In general, DDE models are similar in structure to ODE models, except that they explicitly include
time-delays. DDEs are simpler than PDEs, and only slightly more complex than ODEs to simulate numerically, which
means that, with only a slight increase in computational complexity, DDE models widely expand the repertoire of
phenomena that can be modeled. PDEs are able to capture more complexity than DDEs and ODEs, taking into account
both spatial dynamics and age-based behavior, that is, describing the progression of cells through a scheduled
development process. However, these models tend to be signiﬁcantly more computationally demanding than ODE
and DDE systems. Finally, stochastic differential equations (SDEs) lie between deterministic differential equation models
and agent-based models (ABMs). SDEs are similar in formulation to ODEs, except that they allow their variables to take
random values.behaviors over time produces high-level, emergent phenomena, and inclusion of multiple types
of agents allows exploration of complex behaviors. For example, a recent study [124,125]
developed a cell migration model where both the actomyosin cortex and the outer cell mem-
brane are represented as a set of agents. The model incorporates cell morphology, plasma-
membrane blebbing, lamellipodia formation, and interactions with the ECM ﬁlaments, and
furthermore explores cell migration mode transitions upon changes in matrix environments,
a phenomenon otherwise difﬁcult to probe in an experimental setup.
ABMs can be subdivided into nuclei-centered models and deformable cell models, depending
on how much cellular structural detail is incorporated. In the nuclei-centered models individual
cells are represented in space by their nuclei, while in the deformable cell models cells are single
entities characterized by a deformable shape and area (or volume) which can vary in time
depending on the cell state (and thus on growth, division, and migration) as well as on the
interaction with surrounding cells.
Cellular automata (CA) are the most common ABMs. CA are based on a lattice of points (cells),
each capable of a ﬁnite number of states, represented by one or more discrete or continuous
variables. Each cell is connected to a ﬁnite number of neighbor cells, whose states at time tn
result in a new state at time tn+1. A set of rules describes the evolution of the agents’ state and
their position, where both the state change and the movement of a speciﬁc agent depend on the
current state of the agent and the states of the surrounding agents [126] (Figure 5). One
attractive aspect of CA is their ability to deal with multiple scales at the same time, enabling for
instance the analysis of tumor invasion [116], a phenomenon that can be viewed as a property of
the tissue scale that emerges from the population of migratory individual cells at lower scales
[127].
Two different types of CA are the lattice-gas-based CA (LGCA) and the cellular Potts model
(CPM). Similarly to other types of CA, the LGCA employ a lattice and include a ﬁnite set of cell
states, an interaction across neighboring cells, as well as local rules that deﬁne movements and
transitions between states. LGCA differ from CA by assuming cell motion, together with an
exclusion principle; that is, the connectivity of the lattice ﬁxes the number of allowed velocities for
each cell in the grid. LGCA models are efﬁcient for simulating the migratory behavior of cells that
retain simple cell shapes during translocation, but are not appropriate for analyzing cells such as
amoebae that drastically change their shapes during migration. In this case, CPMs are preferredTrends in Cell Biology, February 2016, Vol. 26, No. 2 103
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Figure 5. A Schematic Representation of a Two-Level Agent-Based Model Employing a Regular Square
Lattice. (A) At the ﬁrst level, single agents simulate the cell nucleus, cell cytoplasm, and the extracellular medium for single
cells, while at the second level agents represent single cells. Each computational site, surrounded by eight nearest
neighbors, can either be occupied by a single cell, or be free and therefore available for cell movement. At equally spaced
timepoints (with time-interval Dt), the state xi of each automaton i (i = 1, 2, . . ., NxN, where N is the dimension of the grid)
evolves through interaction with the neighboring sites. (B) The agent state xi is deﬁned according to a set of rules, and (C)
model parameters are estimated from experimental data.[126,128]. CPMs have been successfully used for the numerical simulation of tumor invasion
[129], of cell migration on and in the ECM [130], and to elucidate the role of the ECM in glioma
invasion [131]. Recently, a CPM has been integrated into a multiscale framework for the
simulation of cell migration during morphogenesis [132]. Immunological studies have also
beneﬁted from CPMs [133], as has the characterization of neuronal migration in the developing
cortex [134].
A rich set of publications has recently presented the effects of the tumor microenvironment in
tumor cell invasion through numerical simulations [117,127]. Some of these models are hybrid, in
other words they combine a continuum deterministic model of variables and a discrete CA-like
model of individual tumor cell migration. In the evolutionary hybrid CA, the variable accounting for
the tumor microenvironment is the concentration of oxygen. The immersed boundary cell (IBCell)
model is instead able to capture the morphology of fully deformable cells, especially during their
individual or collective migration. Here, the variables that account for the tumor microenviron-
ment are mechanical forces emanating from cell–cell and cell–ECM interactions. Finally, in the
hybrid discrete-continuum model, the tumor microenvironment is reduced to oxygen, pro-
teases, and ECM. Recently, a generalized CA model has been developed that takes into account
a set of microscopic scale tumor–host interactions, including mechanical interactions between
tumor cells and stroma, the degradation of the ECM by invasive cells, and oxygen gradient-
driven cell motion [135].104 Trends in Cell Biology, February 2016, Vol. 26, No. 2
Outstanding Questions
In 1980, Abercrombie concluded his
Croonian lecture with the following
words: ‘It seems to me that compre-
hensiveness is wanted in the subject [of
migration], which is still inclined to suf-
fer from fragmentation.’ A fragmenta-
tion that, 35 years later, still persists.
What can we do to overcome this
fragmentation?
As a result of the complexity of cell
migration, with its multi-scale and
multi-parametric nature, many conﬂict-
ing results have been produced from
cell migration experiments over the
years. Are we observing truly different
migratory behavior, or could it be that
these data all describe the same overall
behavior under different conditions?
Can we build a single, integrated math-
ematical model to help us to under-
stand the quantitative and qualitative
origins of this observed heterogeneity
of cell migration behaviors?
To be truly useful, mathematical mod-
els need to be predictive and quantita-
tive, rather than a qualitative
afterthought. How can we stimulate
the interaction between experimental-
ists and modelers in the ﬁeld in order
that development and validation of the
models can occur in a cyclic experi-
mental context?
While dozens of algorithms have been
developed to address cell segmenta-
tion and tracking tasks, their relative
and absolute performance mostly
remains unclear, especially across dif-
ferent experimental setups. How can
we procure reliable and realistic bench-
mark datasets where the ground truth
is truly known? In addition, how can we
stimulate the benchmarking of pro-
posed new tools in a transparent
way, with results accessible to the
entire community?
Other high-throughput ﬁelds in the life
sciences have already shown that data
annotation, standardization, and shar-
ing can lead to exciting new discover-
ies. How can we bring this paradigm to
the ﬁeld of cell migration? Which new
tools will allow us to perform such inte-
grative data mining?Other models are also available for numerical simulations of cell migration. For example,
probabilistic ﬁnite element models have been developed for single-cell migration in 3D [136],
and simple stochastic models have been used for the study of collective cell migration in
epithelial sheets [137].
Software Tools for Cell Migration In Silico Modeling
Mathematical models need to be implemented computationally. A common approach is to write
the relevant, speciﬁc computational software for each problem. However, various software
packages are also available for most of the modeling paradigms. Several tools handle the
numerical solution of differential equation systems, such as the freely-available Process Model-
ing Tool (Promot) [138] and the commercial Simulation Control Program (Scop) [139]. Generic
modeling packages such as Mathematica or MATLAB are also used, although these tools are
not customized to support biological simulation per se. More specialized solutions are also
available, for example, the Virtual Cell [140,141], a unique computational framework for the
modeling and simulation of cell biology. This system allows biologists with little training in physics
and mathematics to engage in computational cell biology: a graphical user interface guides the
construction of cell models by specifying the molecules, reactions, and structures involved.
These biological models are then converted into differential equation systems, and numerical
simulations are produced by the software based on these equations. Most Virtual Cell models
that have been developed for the simulation of cell migration and invasion phenomena are stored
in a database which is equipped with links to external databases, such as Swiss-Prot [142] or
KEGG [143], to facilitate integration with other existing resources. Furthermore, a set of tools is
available that make use of systems biology markup language (SBML), a representation format
based on XML that is widely used for storing and sharing biological models.
In addition to the Virtual Cell, other simulation environments for multi- or single-cell-based modeling
include the CompuCell3D [144], based on CPMs, and the hybrid solution Cell++ [145], together
with other software packages and simulation tools developed by the CellML [146] project.
Furthermore, a large number of speciﬁc SBML tools have been recently developed, including
the SBML ODE Solver [147], MathSBML [148], the SBML ToolBox [149], and the SBW–MATLAB
interface [150]. The Systems Biology Workshop [151] also provides an infrastructure platform and
computing environment for biological modeling and simulation, and brings together various
software components such as model editors, simulators, and data analyzer/visualizers.
Concluding Remarks
Cell migration is a complex, multiscale process, occurring in both physiological and pathological
phenomena, and as such is worthy of in-depth investigation and analysis. Advances in auto-
mated image acquisition and image processing have, however, created a pressing need in the
ﬁeld for the development of new computational methods and tools for the quantiﬁcation of cell
migration experiments. Furthermore, the recent integration of in vitro setups with in silico
numerical simulations has been shown to be a promising tool for a systems-biology under-
standing of this process. Despite the myriad of algorithms, tools, and even models addressed in
this review, several key questions remain to be answered (see Outstanding Questions). Indeed,
although cell migration research is increasingly morphing into a de facto high-content and high-
throughput discipline, the ﬁeld is not yet able to maximally exploit the rich datasets being
produced because of the following reasons: (i) image-processing algorithms are often devel-
oped to work for speciﬁc experimental conditions; (ii) poor attention is paid to data annotation,
management, and sharing; and (iii) the integration of in vitro experiments with in silico models is
not yet fully exploited.
To address these challenges, important developments are needed. First, imaging benchmark
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conditions. The results of the assessment of new algorithms on these benchmarks also need to
be published such that prospective users can tailor their choice to the most powerful algorithm
or tool. Second, the ﬁeld needs to direct more attention towards data annotation, management,
and sharing, which will in turn enable quality control, data exchange, and meta-analyses [24].
Unfortunately, few bioinformatics tools have been developed to meet these needs. The Cell-
Proﬁler Analyst module of the CellProﬁler software [100] implements a plate viewer object
through which the user can deﬁne essential metadata, such as the plate format used in the
experiment. Analyzed data are then stored in a local database and can be retrieved later for
further interpretation. The CellMissy software [152] enables annotation of both technical and
biological conditions, stores quantitative data and experimental settings in a relational database,
and provides options for data export and sharing with other CellMissy users. Further develop-
ment and use of software tools for the annotation and management of cell migration experiments
will certainly be crucial. Additionally, data-exchange options will create future possibilities for
integration and comparison across different datasets and across research laboratories [24],
which has already been seen for other scientiﬁc domains such as proteomics and genomics. A
ﬁrst endeavor in the direction of cell migration data-sharing has been carried out in the ﬁrst World
Cell Race [153], where 54 different cell types from various animals and tissues were provided by
47 laboratories. This collaboration has enabled, for the ﬁrst time, a large-scale analysis of cell
migration data, in turn allowing researchers to elaborate a new model describing an actin ﬂow-
mediated coupling between cell speed and cell persistence [154]. This constitutes a clear
example of how scientiﬁc games or competitions involving large-scale experiments can lead to
the identiﬁcation and understanding of novel and relevant biological processes which might
otherwise escape observation. Finally, further combinations of wet-lab data and computational
modeling will enable new research hypotheses to be generated and validated, unlocking both
novel fundamental knowledge and innovative translations of this knowledge into the (pre)clinical
world.
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